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Fig. 1 Diagram of successive chemical operations for the 

isolation of spallation and fission products from 

plutonium targets. 

Fig. 2 Diagram of spallation products from ~ u ~ ~ ~ .  Compound 

nucleus formations is shown for convenience (although 

this is probably not always the case) between the he- 

lium ion and puZ3', which thereby states the evapora- 

tion chain from the excited f.31'~~ nucleus. Points 

designating observed products are enclosed in squares. 

Arrows indicating possible reaction paths-are labeled 

with total particles emitted from ~m~~~ and (in paren- 

thesis) energy thresholds for the reactions. Dashed 

arrows are employed for less probable paths. Half- 

lives for the products are included abave the isotope 

symbols. The usual notation is used in which n = 

neutron, p = proton, f L =  fission, r = gamma ray. 12 
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Excitation functions for helium ion induced spalla- 
238 tion reactions in Pu . 17 

Excitation functions for helium ion induced spalla- 

tian reactions in PU 239. 18 

Excitation functions for helium ion induced spalla- 
242 tion reactions in Pu . 19 

Yield curves for helium ion induced fission in Pu 238 

for three energies. o = measured points; = points 

from reflection about the mid-point. 20 

Excitation functions for fission and summed spal- 

lation reactions in Pu238. The dashed line repre- 

sents the precent of both fission and spallation 

reactions going into spallation. 
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and Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 
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ABSTRACT 

Excitation functions have been determined for the spallation and 

fission reactions induced in plutonium isotopes by 20 to 50 Mev helium 

ions. The method employed consisted of cyclotron bombardments of pluton- 

ium oxide followed by the chemical isolation and alpha or beta counting 

of ~adioactive reaction products. Formation cross sections are given 

where possible for the curium and americium spallation products corre- 

sponding to (a7n), (a,2n), (a,3n), (a,4n), (a5n), (a,~), (a,pn or dl, 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - --- -- -- -- 

- 24 - - 

(a,~2n or t), and (a,p3n) reactions in ~ u ~ ~ ~ ,  puZ3', and Pu 2 .  Fission 

yield curves and fission cross sections for ~u~~~ and pua3' serve to de- 

fine the characteristics of the (a,f) reaction for plutonium isotopes. 

Chemical procedures are outlined for the separation of both spallation 

and fission product elements in a sequence of operations performed on the 

entire dissolved target. 

The small spallation and large fission cross sections observed in- 

dicate that fission competes successfully for most of the total reaction 

* Based in part on the Ph.D. thesis of R. A. Glass, University of 
California, June 1954 (also published as University of California 
Radiation Laboratory Unclassified Report UCRL-2560 (~pril 1954)) and 
on the Ph.D. thesis of R. J. Carr, University of California, Sept. 1956 
(also to be published as a University of California Radiation Laboratory 
Unclassified Report UCRL-3395 (~une 1956) ) . 
t Present address, Department of Chemistry, State College of Washington 
Pullman, Washington 

* Present address, Department of Chemistry, Purdue University 
Lafayette, Indiana. 



cross section in the energy range studied. Analysis from a compound nu- 

cleus viewpoint of the cross sections for the surviving (a,xn) products 

reveals mean f f /r n values for compound and intermediate compound nuclei 
from 1 to 7, the value decreasing with increasing mass number and appar- 
ently not greatly dependent on excitation energy above fission and neutron 

emission thresholds. The relatively high cross sections ("tails") evi- 

dent in the spallation excitation functions beyond their maxima consti- 

tute evidence for processes other than compound nucleus formation, e.g., 

direct interaction. Even more convincing evidence for non-compound nu- 

cleus processes is seen in the fact that the cross sections for (a,pxn) 

reactions are of the, same order of magnitude as (o4x.n) cross sections. 

Their explanation rests strongly on the supposition that the ejection of 

high energy protons, deuterons, and tritons occurs leading to residual 

intermediate nuclei of low excitation energy, which then escape from 

fission. This unique description of the escape of charged particle em- 

ission reactions from fission competition is believed to have wide appli- 

cation for the explanation of spallation cross section data in the heav- 

iest element region. 

ield cuTes for ~u~~~ and havebeen constructed -Fmm 

the production cross sections (mass chain yield plus direct production) 

for the isotopes Br 82 ,83 , Sr 89 ,91,g2, Ru105, Cd115 ,115m,117 I l3lJ133 ) 

Ba 

for pua3' show a change with increasing energy from asymmetric to sym- 

metric fission for about 40 Mev helium ions accompanied by an increase 
in number of neutrons lost, as determined 5y the best fit of reflection 

points. Integration of the fission yield curves gives total fission 

cross sections for various energies which, when combined with the appro- 

priate total spallation cross sections, define a total reaction cross 

section function consistent with a nuclear radius parameter in the range 

of 1.3 - 1.6 x 10-13cm. 
Further investigations in the present series should elucidate the 

effects of Z and A upon fission competition. 
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A great deal of work has been done on the distribution in the yields 

of the products produced from the fission of nuclides over the entire range 

of atomic numbers. Further, these investigations included many kinds of 

incident projectiles covering a wide range of energies .' A considerable 

amount of work has also been done on the excitation functions for spalla- 

tion reactions of various kinds throughout the pe~iodic system over a 
2 

wide range of energies. Whenever proper energetic and other conditions 

for both are met, competition between the two types of reactions occurs 

and the results of the investigations of such co-mpetitive reactiionsS&'~e 
- - 

often very interesting. 

The present paper is the first in a series from this laboratory in 

which somewhat detailed investigations of the competition between spalla- 

tion and fission reactions in the heaviest nuclides (Z > 88) will be de- - 
scribed. The program emphasizes the region where the compound nucleus 

model of the nucleus usually has been applied (<50 ~ e v )  and involves pre- 

ponderantly bombardments with charged particles (protons, deuterons, 

helium ions and heavier ions). Although fission can be induced at even 

lower atomic numbers '-13 such as lead (Z = 82) and bismuth (Z = 83) at 

these comparatively low excitation energies, the competition in this 

region is still highly in favor of spallation reactions. 14,15 

As the nuclear charge is increased, fission becomes the predominant 

reaction at about thorium 
6,16 (Z = 90)) and the incomplete data which have 

been available until recently indicate that the spallation yields continue 

to change above thorium. It thus appears that a change in the atomic num- 

ber of the compound nucleus of even a few units can greatly influence the 

relative spallation and fission yields in this critical region. The 



question as to how small the spallation yield becomes at the highest 

atomic numbers is of special interest. The successful production of the 
-- - 17 -,$53 i;,;j-iv new eIement mendelevium by the reaction 256 involved a - - 

\ * ,  

product-nucleus of atomic number 101, so it is evident that the spalla- 

tion yields are not completely suppressed for these highest charge nuclides. 

That the data on the heaviest elements will require a more complex 

explanation than a simple atomic number dependence of fissionability fol- 

lows from the observation that fission competition does not affect the 

various spallation reaction yields from a given target nuclide to the same 

extent. The spallation yields differ in such a way as to suggest, among 

other things, that products apparently formed from direct or partial inter- 

action, in which compound nucleus formation is avoided, are relatively 

favored. In addition, from one target nuclide to another in the uranium- 

plutonium legion over a range of atomic numbers, a common spallation re- 

action pattern prevails; this is characterized by successively decreasing 

maximum cross sections for (p or d or a,xn) reactions for x gieater than 

two, significant high energy extensions ("tails") for all excitation funct- 

ions, and charged particle emission cross sections of equal prominence with 

neutron emission cross sections. This is quite different from the pattern 

for the lead-bismuth region which is dominated by systematic (p or d or a,xn) 

excitation functions of roughly comparable shape and magnitude. 14~15 

The number of excitation functions of the type (p,xn), (p,pxn), (p,Zpxn), 

(d7xn) 7 (d,~xn) , (d72pxn), (CX+n) , (a,pxn) J (a, 2pxn) ,etc .whir-.h can te ultimately 
measured is influenced or determined by the availability of target nuclide 

material, and, in so far as detection based upon radioactivity is used, by 

the half-lives of the products. Investigations already in progress in 

this laboratory involve such target nuclides as 
U238, Np2377 pu238, ,,239, pU240 242 A,241, , pu , , 
Cf"', Cf ' , and E ~ " .  

2r;2 9c3 

For a number of cases the progiam also includes the investigation of 

the distribution in fission product yields for a number of energies in this 

region: 20-50 Mev helium ions, 10-25 Mev deuterons and 10-30 Mev piotons. 

As the energy at which fission is induced is increased the contribution of 

symmetric fission is demonstrated through the appearance of a more shallow 

dip between the two peaks in the fission yield distribution curve. This 

peak-to-trough ratio decreases as the energy is increased until a sym- 



metrical, single peaked culve is obtained, and it is hoped that the data 

will establish how these phenomena vary with atomic number, nuclear type, 

and incident projectile. 

It is believed that this broad investigation of the competition be- 

tween spallation and fission in the region of the heaviest elements can 

also furnish data which will be useful in further elucidating the mech- 

anism of the fission process. It is likely that the results will ulti- 

mately indicate the overall pattern for the effect of changing nuclear 

charge and mass upon the ratios of the various spallation to fission yields 

as well as upon the magnitude and shape of the various spallation excitation 

functions, and the results should provide other information such as the 

possible influence of odd-even effects in the target and intermediate com- 

pound nuclei. Any correlation with the rapidly accumulating information 

on spontaneous fission and resonance effects in neutron induced fission 

would be of special interest. 

The present paper will be concerned specifically with the various 

helium ion induced reactions in Pu238 and ~ u ~ ~ ~ .  In addition, less com- 
242 

plete data have been obtained for Pu to allow a further comparison of 

f effectof2thema.ssnf?Lr qFn tk *~1&6 

of certain specific spallation products. Unique features of these types 

of reactions will be discussed including possible mechanisms for the nu- 

clear processes involved. 

Bombardments with helium ions of energy up to about 50 Mev and deu- 

terons up to about 25 Mev energy are performed on the 60-inch cyclotron 

of the Crocker Laboratory. Bombardments with protons of up to about 30 

Mev energy are to be accomplished with the linear accelerator of the 

Radiation Laboratory. The well collimated external cyclotron beam of up 

to 20 microamperes particle current is degraded by weighed aluminum foils 
18 

to the desired energy. The target isotope material is usually deposited 

on a 10 mil aluminum backing foil shaped in tine form of a small "hat". 

This "hat" and the energy degrading foils along with a 1 mil cover foil 



(which serves to protect the target material and also to trap any recoil- 

ing fission products) are mounted in a water-cooled Faraday cup type of 

combined holder and ion chamber, The beam currents so produced are fed 

into a standard type current integrator, and are also recorded continu- 

ously. The technique just described, adapted to bombardments in which the 

entire target is to be dissolved and analyzed for products, is sometimes 

varied by analyzing only a "catcher" foil which has been placed next to 

the target to retain forward recoiling spallation product nuclei. 17 
The target isotope, in nearly all eases essentially free fxom othem 

isotopes of the element, is ordinarily electroplated as the hyd~ated oxide 

on to the aluminum or other metallic backing "hat". Approximately 0.1-1 
2 

mg can be plated over the 1.2 cm area. Pains are taken to insure that 

the target material is uniform as required for absolute cross section 

measurements. To this end activity profiles for the highly alpha radio- 

active targets are determined through a movable pinhold collimator and 

occasionally radioautographs are taken for representative targets. The 

amount of target material plated is determined by assaying each target 

plate in the appropriate standard alpha counter or calibrated low geometry 

1 f o l l o w e d a t . i  n g  +.he sirc&encity f r n m  +A spezxfl:: nc t ; -~ ; t j ; .  . . . . 

Assaying of the dissolved target soiution after bombardment usually pro- 

vides a method of checking this amount. Additional checks are made in 

some cases by weighing the "hat" before and after the plating (for ~ h ~ ~ ~ ,  
238 232 $35, and u ~ ~ ~ ,  and U ) Thin metal foil targets (available for Th , 

U238) and targets made by slurrying the material on to the "hat" in aqueous 

suspension and drying are sometimes use?, 

After each bombardment, a suitable time is alLowed for decay to re- 

duce the frequently intense short-lived beta and gamma radioactivities in 

the target and also to allow short-lived fission product chain products to 

decay to their longer-lived daughters. The usual procedure of taking one 

long-lived member of a given mass decay chain to obtain the yield of that 

mass chain is used and consequently it is convenient to let some of the 

short-lived parent activities decay before chemical separation. The target 

material, target backing plate, and aluminum cover foil are all dissolved 

in acidic solutions containing known amounts of fission product "carriers" 

(5 - 20 mg for each element to be removed). The solution also contains 



aliquots of standardized actinide element "tracer" solutions by which the 

chemical yields of the spallation products can also be determined. The 
231 ,233) Np237, tracers used are alpha particle emitting isotopes, e.g., Pa , 

Pu 
244 239, Am243, and Cm , whose long half-lives preclude their being formed 

in important amounts in ordinary 1 - 15 microampere-hour bombardments. 
The fission product activities and their inactive carriers, as well 

as the spallation product activities and their tracers, are isolated in a 

series of chemical separations, including precipitations, extractions, and 

ion exchange column elutions. Operations are performed first on the entire 

target solution (except for foil targets when aliquots are used) to sepa- 

rate groups of elements and later on these groups to finally isolate the 

isotopes of the desired individual elements. 

After purification the fission product activities with carriers are 

mounted on tared aluminum "hats", weighed to determine chemical yield, and 

counted repeatedly either by automatic sample counters or individually at 

proper times to allow necessary resolution of the usually several compo- 

nents present in the decay curves for each element. The beta counters are 

of the argon and chlorine-filled geiger tube type (end window, Amperex 

lOOC tube). 

Suitable corrections must be applied for backscattering, self-scatter- 

ing and self absorption, air and window absorption, geometry, coincidence 

losses,and branching in the decay schemes. For the scattering and absoq- 

tioquse is made of the corrections determined under similar conditions by 

o them. 19-22 All resolved decay data are corrected to the end of bombard- 

ment and suitable corrections are made for those isotopes whose half-lives 

are so short that they decay appreciably during the 2-4 hr bombardments. 

Accidental change? of the cyclotron beam intensity or short-time inter- 

ruptions of the cyclotron occasionally require further decay corrections. 

Errors involved in determining the absolute fission yield of any isotope 

are about + 25 percent, although the error in total mass yield may be 

greater due to independent yields of isobars of higher atomic number than 

the isobar assumed to adequately represent the entire mass chain yield. 

Preliminary results of independent yields indicate that this effect may 

amount in some cases to greater than 50 percent.Z3 Fission product iso- 

topes isolated from one or more target materials include Br 82~83 , Si 89~91~92 
y9°~91793, zr95797, m95~96, JqO99, Ru 103,105,106 109,112, Ag112,113 , Pd ) 



The carrier free spallation products are deposited on platinum plates 

either by evaporation from aqueous solution, electroplating, or volatiliz- 
0 ation from a tantalum filament in vacuum at about 1800 C. Total alpha 

counting rates are determined in a 52 percent geometry argon flow ion- 

ization chamber. Resolution of the gross alpha activity into the various 
24 

separate alpha activities present is made by standard alpha pulse analysis. 

Radiations from isotopes undergoing electron capture decay (electrons 

and x-rays) are measured with a windowless beta proportional counter. 

Electron capture counting efficiencies are being determined for some of 

the nuclidesZ5 involved and approximate values for other species are 

estimated. 

The thin target formula for the case of a non-uniform beam collimated 

to strike within a uniform target area applies for the cross section cal- 

culations. An approximate assignment of errors for the factors entering 

into the calculations is as follows: integrated beam intensity, + 1 - %, 
due mainly to target allignment dif'ficu?..ty, eiectroplated target density, 

f 1% due to non-uniformity; disintegration rates for newtron emittirrg 

fission products, + 20 - 25$, due minly to counting correction uncertain- 
ties; disintegration rates for alpha particle emitting spallation products, 

+ 1%; disintegration rates for electron capture unstable products, r 20 - 
25%, due mainly to counting efficiency uncertainties, These errors can be 

combined to give the following average total errors: fission product cross 

sections, + 25%; spallation cross sections for alpha radioactive products, 
+ 15%; spallation cross sections for electron capture radioactive products, 
+ 25%. The beam energy uncertainty is about k0.8 Mev. 

B. Present Plutonium Bombardments 

The milligram quantities of plutonium isotopes available for the 

helium bombardments varied in isotopic purity from >99 percent for Pu 239 
240 

to 93.8 percent for ~u~~~ (5 -8 percent ~u~~~ and small amounts of PU , 
242 242 

and Pu ) to 37.8 percent for Pu (58.6 percent ~u~~~~ 3.4 per- 
cent puZ3', and small amounts of PuZ4O and Puz41)7 necessitating the sub- 

traction of spallation yield contributions from contaminating isotopes 

for the latter two isotopes. The Pu238 target material was produced by 



4x3 - UCRL-3437 

the intense neutron irradiation of. 1 ~ p ~ ~ ~  to form Hp238, which subsequently 

decayed to in the Materials Testing Reactor at Alco, Idaho. The 

electroplating procedure for target preparation and chemical separation 

procedures employed are outlined in the appendix I and Fig. 1. The spalla- 

tion product tracersJZ6 Cm244 and were satisfactory for Pu238 and 

~u~~~ bombardments but not for Pu242 since Cm244 is the (a,~n) reaction 
242 

product. For this and other reasons the Pu (a,xn) cross sections were 

determined relative to the p 1 - 1 ~ ~ ~  and puZ3' cross sections (using targets 

prepared by the slurrying method) which were in turn determined absolutely. 

Important spallation products from puZ3' bombardments are illustrated 

for orientation purposes in an isotope diagram, Fig. 2, with squares en- 

closing those actually observed. Modes of formation and possible further 

reactions are indicated along with total energy requirements (thresholds) 

for particle emission reactions and also half-lives for all species. 

Since the 60-inch cyclotron is also used to accelerate deuterons, the 

helium ion beam was occasionally monitored to detect possible deuteron 

contaminatiod of the beam. Although range and cyclotron resonance data 2 7 

clearly showed that any possible deuteron contamination should be unimpor- 

tant, monitoring was considered worth while because even a several percent 

deuteron contamination could possibly lead to high apparent (a,pxn) cross 

sections. The monitor reaction was the I3iBG9 ( d,p ) Bi2l0 reaction whose 

cross section14 is known and which leads to beta activity; Bi209 (a,xn) 

or Biaog (a,pxn) reactions a 2  lead to alpha enitters at the energies test- 

ed (ca. 30 ~ev). Deuteron contaniaation was fcund in this manner to be 

< 0.1 percent. - 

The individual cross sections obtained at each energy are listed for 

both spallation and fission products for the various plutonium isotopes in 

Tables 1 - 3. The spallation cross sections have been plotted as a function 

of energy in Figs. 3 - 5. The individual fission product cross sections, 

when plotted, yielded curves which are represented by Figs. 6 and 8. inte- 

gration of such curves then gave the total fission cross sections which 

are also included in the tables. Both the fission and spallation data 
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Table  1. ~u~~~ s p a l l a t i o n  and f i s s i o n  c ros s  s e c t i o n s .  

- 

Cross Sec t ion  ( rnb ) 

Product 25.2 Mev 28.7 30.2 33 -0 36.6 42.2 47.4 

Cos 20 27 23 25 50 42 3 3 

F i s s i o n  

$ spall. 4.4 4.1 2.3 2.2 4.8 4 .O 0, . -3 

a.  Produck, and, consequently c r o s s  s ec t ions ,  a r e  f o r  %he 

slm of t h e  (a,p2n) and (a,:n) r e a c t i o n s .  



Table 11. l?u239 spa 

Cross S 

Product 20.2Mev 24.0 24.5 26.8 

Spallation 

242 Cm (a,n) . 1.1 o .84 l.la 

241 
Cm (a72n) 6.7 9.8 

cm239(a, 4n) 

~rn~ '~(a ,  5n) 

Am242m 
( a , ~ )  0.030 0.58 0.72 

~ m ~ ~ ~ ( a , p 2 n )  0.30 

h239(a7P3n) 

Gas b 1.1 (7.5) 8.1 13 

Fission 

at ion and f i s s ion  cross sections.  

t ion  ( mb ) 







2 38 Table 111. PuZ4' and Pu s p a l l a t i o n  c r o s s  s e c t i o n s .  

Cross  Sec t ion  ( I  m b  ) 

Product  23.6 25-9 27.1 28.5 32.8 28.8 43.5 

Pu 
242 a 

a .  Absolute c r o s s  s e c t i o n s  were determined by r e f e r r i n g  

r e l a t i v e  c r o s s  s e c t  ions t o  ~ u ~ ~ ~ ( a ,  2n) crnZ4O r e a c t i o n  

c ros s  s e c t i o n s ,  s i n c e  t a r g e t s  were 58.6% PU 238 

b d  Product and consequently c ros s  s e c t i o n  a r e  f o r  t h e  sum 

3 
small  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  from t h e  ( a  3n)  r e a c t i o n s  a t  t h e  

higher  e n e r g i e s .  
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contains some contributions from the (a,3n) reaction (since the alpha ener- 

gies of Cm244 and Cm243 are indistinguishable to the pulse analyser) and 
244 244 the (a,~n) reaction (since Am decays by beta decay to Cm ) The 

(a,4n) excitation function is also a composite for the (a,4n) and (a,p3n) 

reactions for similar reasons. 

Summation of all of the experimental fission and spallation cross 

sections for Pu238 and ~u~~~ leads to the results given in Fig. 10. 

Theoretical total cross section plots calculated from the statistical 

mode131 are shown for chosen values of 1.3 and 1.5 for the nuclear radius 

parameter, r The agreement between the theoretical and experimental 
0' 

curves perhaps indicates that most major fission and spallation reaction 

products have been determined. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

It is clear from Fig. 7 and 9 that fission is the predominant reaction 
induced in plutonium by helium ions in the 20 - 50 Mev energy range as 
might be expected. The proportion that goes into fission generally ex- 

ceeds 90 percent, a substantial increase over the fraction of reactions 

that go into fission when thorium is bombarded with particles in the medi- 
6 

urn energy range. This competition with fission thus lowers the magnitude 

of the total cross section for spallation reactions. A careful consider- 

ation of the shapes and relative magnitudes of the spallation excitation 

functions shows a number of features not found with nuclides where compe- 

tition with fission is not important. Only a part of this information on 

spallation reactions, principally the excitation function peaks for the 

(a,2n), (a,3n), and (a,4n) reactions (see Figs. 3, 4, and 5 ) ,  fits nicely 

into a general picture of compound nucleus formation followed by particle 

evaporation, and significantly it is the probabilities for these reactions 

that are greatly reduced by fission competition. The prominent (a,pxn) 

reactions and high energy extensions ("tails") on the excitation functions 

likely result from interactions in which thermal equilibrium of a compound 

nucleus is not involved, such as direct interaction of the "knock-on" type. 

However, detailed mechanisms of the processes occurring cannot p~esently 

be given. 



Let us consider for illustrative purposes the case of the helium ion 

induced spallation reactions in (~ig. 4 ) ,  for which the most dara 
have been obtained. For purposes of illustration the parent compound nu- 

cleus, Cm243, and the various possible follow-up reactions with their ener- 

getic thresholds (with no allowance for potential barriers) have been in- 

dicated in Figure 2. This nucleus can undergo particle evaporation (neu- 

tron, proton, or heavier particle), fission, or de-excitation by gamma ray 

emission (although this is very improbable for the compound nucleus. 3 2 

The same is true for each of the other iatermediate compound nuclei, and 

it is evident that the situation differs from the usual cases hithertofore 

studied because of the fission competition which is present at each step. 

It is recognized that the compound nucleus may be by-passed, particularly 

for the (a,n) and (a,pxn) reactions, although even in these cases the resi- 

dual nucleus may be left in an excited state subject to removal by the 

fission reaction in competition with particle or gamma ray emission. 

The relative probability for fission compared to further spallation 

is a function of the excitation energy and particular nuclear character 

of each intermediate compound nucleus. Not much is presently known, how- 

ever, about how this relative probability varies with either of these fac- 

tors. Important in this respect will be how the probability for fission 

of the intermediate compound nuclei varies with atomic number (z), mass 
number (A), and with odd and even numbers of neutrons and protons. The 

parameter 33 Z2IA is of importance in determining the probability for low 
energy f is~ion~~' 35 and spontaneous fission 36y37e Although the same para- 

meter may not apply to fission in the energy range under discussion here 

any applicable general dependence on Z and A is certainly of interest. 

With this brief outline let us proceed to examine the individual re- 

actions: first the (a,xn) excitation functions for both compound and non- 

compound nucleus contributions, then the important (a,pxn) reactions, and 

finally the fission cross sections themselves. 

As stated above, in a qualitative way the generally low values for 

the cross sections in the spallation excitation functions are readily under- 

stood to indicate that fission is claiming most of the compound and inter- 

mediate nuclei. The cross section for the ~u~~~ (a,2n) reaction is in the 

range of 10 millibarns in contrast to the (a,2n) cross sections of about 
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1,000 millibarns at similar energies for lead and bismuth where compe- 

tition with the fission reaction is not a factor. 

More quantitatively the success with which fission competes with neu- 

tron emission is revealed in the relative (a,xn) excitation functions (~igs. 

3, 4, and 5), which record in each cross section value the combined surviv- 
al from fission of one or more intermediate nuclei along a neutron emission 

path. The effect is illustrated by the (a72n), (a,3n), and (a,kn) excit- 

ation functions for ~u~~~ (~ig. 4), which exhibit decreasing maximum cross 
section values in the ratio 1: 0.3 : 0.07. In contrast the cross sections 

at the peaks of the excitation functions for the identical reactions among 
14 

lead1? and bismuth isotopes actually increase is the approximate ratio 

1 : 1.4 : 1.4 For an interpretation of such a decrease in peak heights 
5 among fissionable elements Meinke, Wick, and Seaborg previously suggested 

as part of an explanation for the results obtained by them in a study of 

spallation-fission competition in the thorium-uranium region that the pro- 

bability for fission, or rf , increases with energy at about the same rate 
as the probability for neutron emission, or f for nuclei excited to a n' 
similar energy range to that under investigation here. 

Consideration of the plutonium (a,xn) excitation functions from a 

compound nucleus viewpoint, including a calculation of rough pf / f 
values (outlined in appendix 11) leads to the same conclusion that rf/ f 
is not a strong function of energy in the energy range under investigation 

(ranging in value between 1 and 7 for t h e  curium isotopes in the helium 

ion bombardment target nuclei Pu'~~, ~ u ~ ~ ~ ,  and FuZ4') The analysis, 

consisting of calculations of mean neutron emission branching ratios and 

then /If/ < values for intermediate nuclei from the (a,xn) excitation 
function peaks (omitting the (a,n) reaction), has been extended to all 

available excitation function data for the elements thorium and above. 

The results show that among the isotopes of an element there is a graduai 

decrease in f f/ with increasing mass number but no significant vari- 

ation among isotopes of several elements lying approximately the same 

distance from the line of beta stability, except that in the thorium region 

yf/ fn decreases noticeably. Thus the empirical observation from the 

bombardment program in progress that the (a,xn) excitation functions are 

similar for corresponding reactions among isotopes (of elements uranium and 

above) in the same region of the Heisenberg valley is interpreted ta mean 



that the ratios of the level width for fission to the level width for neu- 

tron emission are likewise similar. The inescapable conclusion from these 

data is that an atomic number effect is not dictating a continuous decrease 

in spallation cross sections due to a general increased fissionability of 

nuclides with increasing Z and also that Z~/A is not a promising parameter 

for interpretation of fission with medium excitation energies. 

The effect of A on the relative probability for fission competition 

among the plutonium isotopes is striking* It is possible to compare the 

yields of identical reactions on target nuclei of the same type (i,e. both 
242 even-even) in the case of the Pu238 (a,2n) and Pu (a,2n) reactions (~igs. 

3 and 5). The yield from Pu242 is about seven times greater than that from 

Pu238 throughout the energy range. Thus in this region and range of A 

there is a clear effect; i-e. the relative probability for fission in- 
242 creases as A decreases. It may be noted that the yield of the Pu (a,4n) 

reaction (~ig. 5) is also greater than that of the F~'~~(a,4n) reaction 
Fig. 3), showing the same effect for change in A. Both of these observa- 

tions demonstrate that f ?/ pn increases as A decreases. 
- 

The continuing yields at the highest energies for the (a,n) reaction 

(Figs. 2 and 3) indicate some fail.ure of the compound nucleus picture, 

with direct interactions between the constituents of the projectile and 

those of the struck nucleus appzrently important. Such direct interactions 

are certainly also involved in the explanation of the long tails seen in 

many of the other excitation functions \eoge the (a,211> excitation functions 

in Figs. 3, 4, and 5). Direct interaction inter-pretations for low energy 
18 reactions are not new- and are equally applicable to tails observed among 

- 3C; 
excitation functions for lighter eleamts .--? '-- Among the heaviest elements 
non-compound nucleus mechanisms also play a role in aiding fission survival, 

which as we shall see is important for the (a,pm) reactions, The direct 

interaction mechanism implies that the ;a,n,, product must be fomed in 

large part by reactions in which the incident helium ion does not amaiga- 

mate with the struck nucleus. For this reaction the highly fissionable 

compound and intermediate nuclei can be coapletely avoided if the emitted 

neutron carries off sufficient energy to leave the residual nucleus with 

excitation energy below the fission threshold. In the case of reactions 

contributing to the "tails" of the excitation f~mction for the (a,2n) and 



(a73n) reactions, excited intermediate nuclei susceptible to fission exist 

p~ior to evaporation of the second and third neutrons aftel the initial 

knock-on reaction. 

The (a,xn) excitation functions, then, contain contributions from com- 

pound nucleus and knock-on mechanisms and should strictly be separated into 

these components for analysis. Since this division would be somewhat aibi- 

trary it has been avoided and the aforementioned analysis for ' f / p n  
values was performed with the total excitation function. A measure of the 

enei.gy distribution of the emitted neutrons and protons would be very inter- 

esting from this point of view. 

An important feature peculiar to this region is the comparable yields 

of the (a,xn) and (a,pxn) reactions (~igs. 3 and 4). The coulomb bariier 

to the outgoing proton makes the cross sections for the latter much lower 

than those for the former reactions in regions of high atomic numbei, for 

example, around lead, 1'740'41 where competition with fission is not a fac- 

tor. These (a,pxn) reactions in Pu238 and puZ3' are of the same order of 

magnitude as those around lead, while the (a,xn) r-eactions have been greatly 

reduced. 

Let us consider for the sake of completeness, whether the high (aJpxn) 

compared to (a,xn) yields in plutonium could be due to smaller competition 

with fission due to the lower Z for the intermediate compound nuclei pos- 

sibly involved in the (a,pxn) reactions, in which the proton would probably 

generally be the first particle evolved. Such an effect of Z, i.e. rather 

rapidly increasing fissionability with increasing Z for nuclei excited to 

these energies, has been tested by measur-ing the yields of the same spalla- 

tion reactions over a wide range of Z for the target nuclei. Data already 

available from the general program of investigation of spallation-fission 

competition in this laboratory indicate that the ratio for spallation to 

fission yield does not steadily decrease with increasing Z for many such 

spallation reactions. For example, the cross sections for the (a,2n) re- 

action, which are of the order of ten millibains foi p~~~~ and p~~~~ ( ~ i ~ s .  

2 and 3), also have about the same value for the lower Z taiget nuclide 42 

LJ233 and the higher Z talget nuclides Cm 244 (43 ) and Cf 249 (44). There are 

indications that the yields for a number of other spallation reactions also 

have a suip~isingly small vatiation with Z. Thus we are foLced to conclude 



that the increase of fissionability with the increase in Z is much too small 

to account in general for the lcw latio of (a,xn) to (a,pxn) yields. 

Since rf/ is nearly constant with increasing enel gy of excitation 
n 

(as concluded from the yields for (a,xn) reactions in Appendix 11) we can 

account for the relatively high yields of the (a,pxn) reactions if we assume 

that the corresponding intermediate nuclei are formed in large part by a 

mechanism in which proton emission from a compound nucleus is not involved 

andare formed in a relatively low degree of excitation. Apparently these 

products are formed in large pait by reactions in which the incident helium 

ion does not amalgamate with the struct target nucleus and the emitted nu- 

cleons (or combination of nucleons) come off with high energy leaving the 

nucleus in a state of small excitation, On this picture the high yield of 

the (a,p2n) reaction might suggest that the outgoing particle is often a 

relatively high enelgy tritium nucleus rather than a proton and two neutrons; 

thus competition with fission is small because the inte~mediate nuclei in- 

volved do not go thlough a degree of high excitation. Preliminary experi- 

ments in this laboratory,li5 in which the actual yield of tritium produced 

in the helium ion bombardment of uranium was measured, show that a rather 

large yield of tritium is obtained. Thus emission of high energy protons, 

deuterons, and tritons could explain the relatively high yields of the 

(a pxn) reactions. The low yield of the ('a,p3n) leaction, Table IV, is in 

agreement with this picture for this reaction allows no apparent mechanism 

for the formation of intermediate nuclei which are all at low excitation 

ene~gy and hence the yield is drastically reduced through the competition 

by the fission reaction. The fact -chat an (a,pn) reaction peak was not ob- 
46 242 

served for Pu may be further evidence that compound nuclei are not in- 

volved for this reaction, since the effect of mass number which acts to in- 

crease the (n,2n) cross section for PuZ4' compared to Pu238 target nuclei 

does not act proportionately to increase the yield of the (a,pn) leaction. 

Another example of direct interaction is apparently the large yield of the 
238 (a,an) reactionz9 in u . 

Thus the conclusion seems inescapable, on the basis of seve,al types 

of evidence, that diiect interaction between the constituents of the pro- 

ectile and those of the struck nucleus, i.e,, processes other than compound 

nucleus formation, are taking place in a rathei prominent manner. Effects 



of this magnitude at the moderate energies involved (mainly some 20-40 ~ e v )  

were at first rat he^ suprising. However, this heavy region is well suited 

to the study of such ~eactions because the slightly excited non-compound 

nuclei are favored over the more highly excited bona f ~ d e  compound nuclei 

due to greatel loss of the latter by competition with fission. The relative 

importance of stripping, knock-on, and pick-up ~eactions, or possible com- 

binations of these, is not established on the basis of the present work. It 

seems likely that such mechanisms will also be important in this region of 

atomic number for reactions induced with heavy ions,47'48 leading to the 

formation of nuclides of much higher atomic number than the target in such 

low degree of excitation that a measurable proportion of them can survive 

the competition with the fission reaction. 

It would be interesting to see whether any effect due to nuclear type 

( i . e. even-even, even-odd, etc . ) can be discerned and inte~preted and the 
yields of the (a,2n) reactions on the neighboring nuclides ~u~~~ and Pu 2 39 

can be studied from this point of view (~ig. 4). We find here similar ex-. 

citation functions of approximtely equal magnitudes with the peak at sev- 

eral Mev higher energy in the case of ~ u ~ ~ ~ .  In a similar compaiison of the 

excitation functions for the (a,n) reaction on Pu238 and ~u~~~ (F'igs. 3 and 4) 
the former shows the higher yield but its shape is not well enough defined 

to make a comparison of shapes meaningful. Thus puZ3', in spite of a laLger 

value for A, shows an equal and a smllei yield for these particular r.eactions 

(%2n and a,n respectively) compared to ~ u ~ ~ ~ .  However, a consideration of 

the nuclear types of the target, compound and product nuclei involved doesn't 

lead to any clear- cut conclusion. Any elucidation of the effect of nuclear 

type apparently awaits more data of a type which might be forthcoming from 

following investigations in this program. 

The distributions in the yields of the fission products were determined 

primarily for the purpose of estimating the fission cross sections at the 

various energies and therefore these rathei laborious investigations were 

not sufficiently extensive nor accurate to draw many other conclusions con- 

cerning the details of the fission process itself. The yield of a fission 

product near the end of a given beta particle decay chain has been assumed 

to represent the entire yield for that mass nmber. As mentioned above this 

procedu~e can lead to errors greater than 50 percent in some individual 

casesz3, especially for the heavy fission products, and hence the fission 



cross sections are probably best considered to be lower limits. The commonly 

used procedure of reflecting the low and high mass peaks of the yield curves 

was utilized in order to complete the total fission product yield curves, 

which may introduce some addi~ional error into the integ~ation process for 

estimating the fission cross sections. 

The total interaction cross sections, obtained as the sum of the fis- 

sion and spallation cross sections (~ig. 9) lead to a reasonable value for 
239 0 the nuclear radius parameter31 for both Pu238 and Pu , i.e. R equal about 

1.3-1.6~10-13cm. Another deduction, which can be made from the center of 

symmetry of the fission yield distribution curve, is the average number of 

neutrons emitted in connection with the fission process. Such considerations 

indicate, more clearly for ~ u ~ ~ ~ ,  the emission of several more neutrons at 

the highest energies than at the lowest energies (Fig. 8). It seems likely 
that this increase in neutron emission comes largely from the fission frag- 

ments since, although pre-fission evaporation of up to 5 neutrons is enei- 
getically possible, fission competition interrupts most chains of neutlon 

emission after the fi~st few steps as was deduced from the sharply decreas- 

ing mximum cross section values for the ~u~~~ (a,xn) excitation functions 

with increasing x ( Fig. 4 and Appendix 11). Unfortunately, as the number 

of neutrons emitted increases greater uncertainty in total chain yield and 

consequently in the determination of this number results. 

The fission product distribution data for ~u~~~ (Fig. 7) seem to be 
sufficiently acculate to justify some further comments. The transition 

from largely asymmetric to largely symmetric fission as the energy of the 

bombarding helium ions is increased can be clearly seen. Since fission at 

many degrees of excitation flom 5-6 Mev up to about the energy of the in- 

cident projectile is probably taking place, depending on the stage of spall- 

ation at which the iYssion occurs, each of the curves can be considered to 

be the summation of many langing continuously from nearly the extreme slow 

neutron double humped to the extreme (at least at the highest energies) 

single humped shapes. The transition from a double to a single "humped" 

final composite distribution seems to occur for helium ions with energy in 

the neighborhood of 40 Mev. The general features of these curves seem to 

be in general agreement with previous wouk. 1~6,~9,50 However, recent work by 

Hicks and ~ilbert" on the high energy deuteron induced fission of uranium 
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indicates the presence of two peaks in the fission product distribution 

curve for deuteron energies well above 40 Nev. 
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A. Target Preparation 

Considerable experimentation was required before suitable conditions 

for the electrodeposition of plutonium (the only plactical way to prepare 

uniform targets from limited quantities of target material) were determined. 

No previous methods for electroplating 0,2 to 1 mg of plutonium on aluminum 

have been reported. Electrodeposition f 1 om basic solutions'' could not be 

used. The most successful method was patterned after the oxalate method 

described by Hufford and scottSZ. An oxidizing (KBrC$) solution containing 
i' 

Pu (VI) in conc. hydrochloric acid was evaporated to diyness and the iesi- 

due was redissolved in 1-2 m l .  of 0.4 M amrnoniwn oxdate This solution - 
was then used in a plating cell formed by a small glass tube sealed by a 

gasket onto the aliminum target plate. A platinum stirring disc served as 

the anode using -100-200 ma/cm2 at a potential < 4 volts. Usually one - 
such plating for -112 hour wo~dd yicd.  0.2 4.4 mg plutonium at -50 percent 

yield. Removal and drying of the very adherent deposit on the plate would 

enable further platings over the original deposit up to a 1-2 mg. Pio-hold 

scanning of the alpha partlcle emission showed the plates to be sufficient- 

ly uniform. Assays were made direct2-y in a calibrated low geometry 

scintillation counter. 

B. Chemical Procedure 

The isolation of the fission and spaLlation products from the bom- 

barded target was performed ig a sequence of operations on the e3tire 

target, rathei than on separate aliquots. This was done to reduce target 

material and cyclotron time. After the products wele crudely separated 

from the original solution, specific chemical operations were performed to 

isolate each of the elements according to the procedures found in the 

~ e i n k e ~ ~  and the Coryell and S ~ ~ a r m a n ~ ~  compilations. The unavoidable 

dissolution of large (130 mg) quantities of alumim along with the target 

introduced added complications. Furtheq the high specific activity of the 

plutonium isotopes required that the initial chemistry be performed in 

enclosed glove boxes. 



Since the target mterial (a partially dehydrated PUO~) tends to be- 

come refractory the dissolution vas a somewhat tedious procedu~e. When 

bromine and iodine were to be deterrained perchloric and hydrofluuric acid 

mixtures were used; otherwise, aqua regia treatment was satisfactory. After 

dissolution, alpha particle counting assays were made to determine the a- 

mopnt of plutonium remaining on the original target plate. 

I, Br, Ru - Iodine, bromine, and ruthenium were removed and purified 
by standard distillation procedures. The aLiminum target material was re- 

moved by precipitation and successive reprecipitations of all of the other 

carrier materials from strong NaOh-T\la Co solutions in which aluminum re- 
2 3 

mains dissolved. 

Sr, Ba - Barium and strontium were removed by dissolving the above 
resulting precipitate in hydrochloric acid followed by cooling in an ice 

bath and precipitation of BaCl and SrCIZ by saturation of the solution 2 
with hydrochloric acid gas. Barium and strontium were separated by selec- 

tive chromate precipitation at controiled pH's, a d  finally mounted as 

BaCr04, and SrCO for counting and weighing. 
3 

Cd- Cadmium was removed on a column packed with resin Dowex A-1 ion - 
exchange resin which, with 10-12 !vh EC1, does not in general hold the actin- - 
ides or rare earth elements, but does retain Fu (1~). Cadmium was then 

removed by stripping with 0.75 M H2SG4, followed by antimony sulfide scav- - 
enging and final precipitation from a solution of lower acidity and mounting 

as cadmium sulfide for counting afid weighing. 

Rare earth-Actinide separation - The actinide and rare earth elements 
were separated from other elemeznts by co-precipitation of the fluorides using 

lanthanum fluoride carrier. -A f te r  dissoLuticln in H BO -EN0 a hydroxide 
3 3 3' 

precipitate was formed, which was dissolved with HCI. gas. The resating 

solution was passed into a calm packed with Dcwex-50 ion exchange resin 

for a rare-earth-actinide separation. 55 Actinide ions are selectively 

eluted before rare earth ions with an eluting solition of 20 percent ethyl 

alcohol saturate3 with BC1 gas. 5 6 

Ce, Eu - Cerium and europim were separated from each other by selec- 
tive reduction of the europium; both cerium and europium were finally mount- 

ed as the oxalates. In some runs the coiumn procedure recommended by Elervik 5 7 
was used for separation of these rare earths from each other. 



Am, Cm - The americium and curium (carrier free) HC1 solution from 
the column packed with Dowex-50 ion exchange resin was boiled to dryness 

and then the two elements were separated from each other by elution with 

a solution containing lactate ions from a column packed with Dowex-50 

cation-exchange resin.58 Counting rates of a few alpha particle counts/min. 
8 

were successfully separated from lo7 - 10 c/m of target materials. 

C. Counting Procedures 

Fission Products - These were counted using Amperex (halogenfilled) 
geiger counters with suitable corrections (see Sec. I1 - Experimental Pro- 
cedures). The yields of srgl and Cd are particularly uncertain because 

of the similarity of the half lives of the daughters to those of the parents 

(sr91 and Cd 117m) 

Spallation Products - The americium and curium isotopes were volatil- 
ized from a hot tungsten filament in vacuum onto platinum discs. Some of 

the curium fractions contained up to four of the posslble alpha emitters: 

Cm 
244 24 

238'240'241'242 and tracer Cm Alpha pulse analysis served to re- 

solve the alpha particles from the various isotopes. Standard alpha parti- 

cle counting by argon filled ionization counters with non-selective energy 
241 

amplification was also used. In the case of Cm , only 0.96 + 0.07% of the 
decay is by alpha emission,59 the rest being by electron capture. Thus the 

yield of this nuclide was generally determined by counting the electron 

capture radiations; this counting efficiency (82 percent) has been deter- 
241 minedi9, by measuring the alpha particle rate of the daughter Am . 

The amounts of americium isotopes, and tracer ~ r n ~ ~ ~  were de- 

termined by alpha pulse analysis. The ~u~~~ ja,n;) product, Am 242m was de- 

termined by counting the alpha particles from the Cm242 daughter activity 

after a suitable growth period had elapsed. The electron capture radiation 

from was counted in a windowless proportional counter; the counting 

efficiency of 80-90 percent59 was determined approximately by measuring the 
240 

alpha disintegration rate of the daughter Pu . The yield of Am239 was 

similarly determined even more approximately; in this case a counting 

efficiency of 60-80 percentig was determined by measuring the alpha disin- 
tegration rate of daughter Pu 239. It appears that sample thinness is 



fairly important for high counting efficiencies of Auger electrons (due to 

self absorption) which are counted in the proportional counters. This 

factor has lead to a marked lack of reproducibility in the cases of the 

Amz3' and Am240 counting efficiencies. Counting of x-rays is a possible 

solution to the problem of counting electron capture isotopes. 

APPENDIX I1 

Approximate Deduction of Neutron Emission and Fission - 
Branching Ratios from(a,xn)~xcitation Functions - 

The (a,xn) excitation functions (~igs. 3, 4, and 5) provide an unusual 
opportunity for deduction of mean neutron emission and fission branching 

ratios for the compound and intermediate compound nuclei involved in the 

reactions, including also conclusions regarding their variation with ex- 

citation energy and nuclear type. The basis for the treatment is compound 

nucleus formation followed by evaporation, and for this reason the (a,n) 

reaction is not considered. The fate of each intermediate nucleus in the 

evaporation chain is determined by its branching ratios6' (level width 

ratios) for neutron emission, &/$ < j henceforth designated as ~ n )  ; 

fission, rf/Z r i  (G~); and gamma ray de-excitation, 7 /& p. (G*). The 
r T l  1 

"total width", Z f , is in principle a summation taken over all possible 
r i 

de-excitation modes, although products from some contributing reactions 

were undetectable in the present radiochemical experiments. This difficuity 

is minimized, however, by the fact that one process, i.e. fission, which is 

accounted for supplies by far the most inportant term. It will also be noted 

that each given energy of incident helium ion leads to a continuum of states 

and a range of exeltation energies for the intermediate nuclei, depending 

upon the kinetic energy carried out by neutrons, so that r and z ri are 
i 

averages over this small energy range. 

The potentially complex variation of these ratios with excitation 

energy and nuclear type (z,A, odd-even character, etc.) is somewhat simpli- 

fied by the fact that above 5-6 Mev essentially only neutron emission and 

fission compete, and below this approximate threshold energy for neutron 

emission and fission only the slower gamma ray emission occurs. Thus the 
239 expressions for the (a,xn) cross sections of Pu . 
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where subscripts 3,2,1,0, and 9 refer to Cm , Cm , Cm , Cm , and 
2 39 Cm , respectively, are simplified for those helium ion energies leading 

to an excitation energy for a given product of less than 5-6 Mev, since G r 
values become unity. One helium ion energy for each excitation function 

where G thus approaches unity is the energy corresponding to the maximum 
Y 

cross-section value (peak energy) as can be deduced from energy balance 

requirements (Q values) and energy losses by neutron kinetic energy (assum- 

ing reasonable nuclear temperatures)., Xence if we restrict our consider- 

ations to cross section values at peak egergies the G terms drop out of 
Y 

the equations, and in so doing we also treat points of relative freedom 

from "tail" contributions (non-compound nucleus) to the cross sections. 

Consider first the (a,2n) reaction in Pu238 and (a,3n) reaction in 

~u~~~ for which CZ4O is the product nuclide and identical intermediate 

nuclei possess similar excitation energies if the respective peak energies 

are considered. The ratio of cross sections, 

equals 1 / ~  times the to-~al cross section ratio (taken from Fig. 10). The 
n3 

G value obtained, representing the neutron emission branching ratio in 
n3 
~m~~~ excited to 30 Mev, is 0.30. Subtracting this number from one leaves 

a fission branching ratio of about 0.70 and dividing the branching ratios 

gives a level width ratio, rf/ n, of 2.3, or over two to one fission to 
243 

neutron emission in CmZL3. Although Cm is the only nuclide which can 

be assigned unique branching ratios, geometric mean values over two or 

three nuclides can be evaluated in many cases. The ratio of the peak cross 

section for each (a,xn) excitation function to the total reaction cross 

section for the appropriate helium ion energy {from Fig. 10) equals the 

product of a number of neutron emission branching ratios, such that mean 

values are obtained by extracting the square root of the ratio for an (a,2n) 

peak, the cube root for an (a,:n) peak, and a fourth root for an (a,4n) peak. 



interaction take place. Alpha particles are thereby re- 

moved that might have formed compound nuclei and which in turn would have 

lead preponderantly to (a,3n) and (a,4n) reactions (at the upper range 

of energies under consideration). 

Apart from these difficulties, nevertheless, two observations that 

can be made from the information in Table 111 are that fission is occur- 

ing over a range of nuclides and that there is a transition in Gn from 

about 0.2 to 0.6 from the lightest to heaviest curium isotopes. It 

appears that the indicated stability towards fission associated with the 

larger mass numbers might explain the entire variation in Table 111. 

The relative (a,2n) and (a,kn) reactions PuZ3' and are an 

interesting consequence of the step-wise fission competition picture. 

The ratio of the (a,2n) maximum cross section values is about 6.9 (103 
mb for PuZ4' divided by 15 mb for Pu 238) whereas the ratio of the (a,4n) 
maximum cross section values is about 35 (9 mb for puZ4' divided by 0 26 
mb for puZ3'). At first one might have expected equal ratios, but con- 

sideration of the fact that the fission reaction has had two chances, so 

to speak, to interrupt the chain leading to the (a,2n) reaction products 

and four chances in the case of the (a,4n) reaction necessitates a dif- 

ferent comparison. If we take the square root of the ratio of the (a,2n) 

cross sections ( 9  = 2.6) and the fourth root of the ratio of the 
4 

(a,4n) cross sections ( d T 5  = 2.4) to obtain quantities related to the 

mean neutron emission branching ratios, roughly equal numbers result. 

This interesting outcome also shows that the variation in Gl or r f /  
over the four nuclides involved in the (a,2n) and (a,4n) reactions is 

about the same for F'uZ3' and PuB4' target nuclei. 
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